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In this panel a selection of papers may be considered for the Policy & Politics journal.

All around the world, more and more public action projects face strong citizen protests. From infrastructure
projects to reform projects, many cases of such conflicts can be observed recently. For instance, in the past few
years, plans for expansion or creation of airports have led to conflicts and tensions with the local population, like
around London Heathrow airport (Griggs, Howarth, 2004). Similarly, in Germany, the Stuttgart 21 train station
project has led to a great contestation among citizens. And those conflicts sometimes reach a very high level of
tensions. For instance, the Notre-Dame-Des-Landes airport or the Sivens dam have been particularly contested in
France and have led to important and violent mobilizations. The recent reform about labor in France is also a
relevant example of a project strongly contested by the population

This panel aims to gather grounded proposals which question the specificities of the mobilizations emerging
against such contested projects, as well as the conditions for success of these mobilizations. It aims also to
gather proposals that focus on the answers that the authorities bring to these mobilizations, including on the
participatory procedures that are often set up in response. Are these procedures contributing to resolve conflicts?
Are they not sometimes causing a radicalization of the confrontation? Under what conditions do they "succeed" in
influencing policy processes?

This panel also aims at focusing on big infrastructures projects that are now sometimes qualified as "Large
Useless Imposed Projects". The idea is to question the mobilizations they may induce but also the answers that
are given by authorities to these mobilizations and the results of these confrontations, postulating that tough
conflicts are particularly good opportunities to study policy processes.

So, the main questions which will be addressed in this panel are:

- How some mobilizations manage to impact decision process more than others?
- What types of responses are given by authorities to those protests?
- Under what conditions do those responses "succeed"?
- And, finally, what makes mobilizations around "Large Useless Imposed Projects" specific?
In addition, the panel will be the opportunity to ask in what extent it might be fruitful to study policy processes
through tough conflicts.
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Are they not sometimes causing a radicalization of the confrontation? Under what conditions do they "succeed" in
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This panel also aims at focusing on big infrastructures projects that are now sometimes qualified as "Large
Useless Imposed Projects". The idea is to question the mobilizations they may induce but also the answers that
are given by authorities to these mobilizations and the results of these confrontations, postulating that tough
conflicts are particularly good opportunities to study policy processes.

So, the main questions which will be addressed in this panel are:

- How some mobilizations manage to impact decision process more than others?
- What types of responses are given by authorities to those protests?



- Under what conditions do those responses "succeed"?
- And, finally, what makes mobilizations around "Large Useless Imposed Projects" specific?
In addition, the panel will be the opportunity to ask in what extent it might be fruitful to study policy processes
through tough conflicts.

Any empirical and theoretical proposals corresponding to these prospects, based on comparative or monographic
approach, will be examined with interest.
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Discussants

Charlotte Halpern (Sciences Po, Centre for European studies and comparative politics (CEE))

A Tale of Two Movements :Policy Outcomes of Student Protest in Taiwan and Hong Kong

joyce gelb (CUNY NY)

This paper addresses the Yellow Umbrella and Occupy Hong Kong with Peace and Love) movements in Hong
Kong and the Sunflower movement in Taiwan. The two movements occurred almost simultaneously , albeit one
operated within a democratic and the other within a more authoritarian context. The movement were in contact
with each other regarding strategies.The Hong Kong movements sought a greater say over the selection of the
Chief Executive and ultimately universal suffrage. ; the Taiwan movement greater transparency with regard to
cross straits policy with China (the PRC). The paper will assess the nature of protest groups; their ability to
present a unified agenda versus fragmentation , support from larger publics. what relationship did each movement
have with political parties and interest groups, as well as other movements and allies , including the New Power
Party which has elected members to the legislative yuan ? What was the role both of social media and print media
domestically and internationally in gaining support for each movement? Who opposed the goals and strategies of
each moment? To what extent did internal movement conflicts e.g between radicals and moderates, affect the
outcomes ?

In each case, the response of the state is crucial and will be examined. This case study provides an insight into
comparative protest and impact on policy outcomes in two Asian settings.To what extent has each movement
come to encompass other issue concerns eg labor, air pollution and the like? The methodology includes reports
by participant -observers, journalistic accounts, scholarly analyses interviews. The framework employed will
address aspects of policy analysis, l including examination of the punctuated equilibrium theory, theories of
coalition buiilding and advocacy coalitions , the concept of policy windows and streams and agenda setting all of
which permit change to occur . Additionally the paper will assess the role of grass roots and or community
organization theory. The impact of mobilization on decision makers , including adoption of new policy and
approaches , implementation , as well as feedback and evaluation, will conclude the paper's analysis.

Plotting his/her own way: Online and offline mobilization around the Brussels-Capitole air
routes. The weight of the social

Jean-Gabriel Contamin

Thomas Leonard (University of Lille - CERAPS)

martine legris (Lille 2 university)

Thomas Soubiran (CNRS-CERAPS)

In February 2014, a collective was created under the name "Pas Question" in order to challenge the "Wathelet
plan" which modifies certain air routes around Brussels-National airport. This group immediately mobilizes a
diverse set of citizens around various modes of action (signing online petitions, filing complaints, sending letters to
the authorities ...). A few months later, twelve defense associations for the victims of noise pollution linked to air
traffic at the National airport created a common platform of four demands addressed to political decision-makers.
This mobilization is not without success since in July 2014 a court orders the cessation of certain air roads
provided for in the plan and that in April 2015 the Michel government opts for the return to the old procedures.
However, going back to old air roads also means moving nuisances to other populations. The challenge of this



communication would be to question the success of this mobilization which combines online actions and offline
action in return for the failure of potential counter-movements. It will be based on a study initiated by a
Franco-Belgian team (co-directed by Jean-Gabriel Contamin, Jean-Marc Leblanc, Olivier Paye and Jean-Benoit
Pilet) (ANR APPEL) devoted to e-petitioning, combining, on the one hand, an analysis of the data offered by the
access to the petitions initiated on this question on the site lapetition.be (more than 20000 signatures on the main
petition mostly accompanied by comments) and, on the other hand, an analysis of the other forms of mobilization
initiated on this theme and the answers given by the public authorities. In particular, it will show the weight of
social variables and areas of mobilization in the relative success of mobilizations against this infrastructure
project.

The Social and Solidarity Economy (SSE) in the age of Social Entrepreneurship

Didier Chabanet

The mobilizations around the French law of July 2014 on the SSE

For the first time, France adopted a framework law in July 2014 on the “Social and Solidarity Economy" (SSE). It
is a dense and important document with a total of 98 articles. Discussions and controversies are concentrated on
the question of the perimeter of the SSE, which the law modifies.

Cooperatives, mutuals, foundations and associations with paid employees are automatically part of the SSE.
Whether or not an organization belongs to the SSE is thus determined by its status, which depends on three main
criteria: having a social purpose beyond the distribution of profits; having a limited profit distribution; and having a
democratic and participatory mode of management. But the law introduces a major change by enabling business
organizations to be included into the SSE, provided they pursue ‘socially useful’ goals and adopt a participatory
form of governance. The field of the SSE is now thrown wide open to social entrepreneurs, who had lobbied for
such a change.

It is impossible to really understand the evolutions of the SSE in France by only taking national factors into
account. The rise of social entrepreneurship, for instance, can also be explained in part by the various initiatives
launched by the EU on this topic. In particular, the European Commission created its Social Business Initiative
(SBI), which began in 2011 and was intended to encourage the growth of social enterprises. The work carried out
by the Commission, and in particular the influence exerted by a very small number of French representatives of
the SSE, was decisive in the drafting of the French law of 2014.

In this paper, we will try to understand how and why some economic and political actors mobilized at the national
and European level, for or against the recognition of social entrepreneurship. We will also analyze the effects of
these mobilizations on the decision-making processes regarding two crucial issues. On the one hand, the
question of Social impact measurement of SSE organizations. The latter are now more than ever asked by public
authorities to prove their ‘social utility’. On the other hand, the financing of the SSE, either by public authorities or
by private investors. On both issues, important provisions have been made by the French legislature and by the
European Commission in recent years.

Our analysis is part of the EFESEIIS (Enabling the Flourishing and Evolution of Social Entrepreneurship for
Innovative and Inclusive Societies) European program, which allowed us to carry about 20 interviews with Social
entrepreneurs and policy-makers mobilized both at the national and European level in the field of SSE.
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